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To what extent has textual form shaped your understanding of conflicting perspectives? 

Conflicting perspectives are portrayed and emphasised by the representation of personalities 

through situations and events through the use of language in action. Such representations are 

juxtaposed by the skilful and select use of language to create differing perspectives and enhancing 

the notion of language as the forefront of conflict. Through the employment of dramatic staging, 

dialogue, foreshadowing and characterisation as a myriad it enables the audience to explore the 

notions of conflicting perspectives and challenge pre-existing values. Techniques used include irony, 

juxtaposition, foreshadowing and various film techniques.  The battle for the hearts and minds of the 

crowd from within the struggle to find one’s true self is evident in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and 

David Fincher’s The Social Network (2010). Each composer skilfully utilises their textual form to 

effectively shape conflicting perspectives. 

Julius Caesar opens with conflicting perspectives on the status of the Roman ruler which through 

language eventuates into an internal and moral debacle for Brutus. Shakespeare’s careful placement 

of a soliloquy sheds light upon Cassius’ view towards Brutus. Cassius manipulates “Poor Brutus, with 

himself at war”. Such deception allows Brutus to carry Cassius’ hands in Caesar’s assassination. The 

foreshadowing of such event is characterised by Brutus’ internal struggle as he shifts from being a 

protector of Caesar through his opening words “a soothsayer bids you beware the Ides of March” to 

becoming Caesar’s murderer. Brutus demonstrates a fragmented sense of self that is easily swayed 

through language devices tactically manipulated by Cassius.  

On the other hand Mark Antony’s speech carries the favour of a great orator with “Friends, Romans, 

countrymen, lend me your ears”. Mark Antony acts in contrast to popular claim of Caesar’s alleged 

ambitions through the deliverance of Caesar’s eulogy. Antony captured the Roman mob’s 

perspectives and moulds it for his own cause through the deployment of language which brings the 

situation to life in a rebellion of “mutiny and rage”. Antony speaks from the heart and meets the 

desires of the mob to contrast the “honourable” Brutus’ position as a confused soul. From the start, 

Brutus’ characterisation is much different to the perspective that we are given of Anthony. Antony 

often sidelined as insignificant and cumbersome delivers the spoken language’s impetus that deals 

the decisive blow to finding yourself in midst of the masses. 

In order to create perspectives through the use and manipulation of language, one must truly 

influence the mind to move the masses. Documentary techniques used in David Fincher’s The Social 

Network once again brings to the forefront questions of the public persona set against one’s 

authentic self. Digetic sounds and dialogue from the interactions of characters most notably Mark 
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Zuckerburg and Eduardo Sauverin conversing in times of agreement and confrontation add 

authenticity to the nature of the film. The noise of characters is symbolic of the action and meaning 

laid out to the audience. Interviews with Zuckerburg and Sauverin create more difficulty in judging 

the conflicting perspectives of the moral grounds used to create Facebook. While Zuckerburg 

denounces Sauverin as a plaintiff, Sauverin likens Zuckerburg as ‘a person with one and only best 

friend’. This again brings to the forefront the issue of how language has been used to divide opinion 

and the meaning of private intentions in a public atmosphere. Split screen cuts used to transit 

between timeframes are a highly repetitive film and dramatic technique used to show numerous 

situations, and is combined with a voiceover leading in and out the court cases faced by Zuckerburg. 

This supports the idea that language is as important as any other textual form in the generation of 

conflicting perspectives as without language there can be no action. 

Ultimately, through the deliberate emphasis placed upon language in action by Shakespeare and 

David Fincher, the composers of both texts have used these dramatic and film techniques to bring to 

the forefront different directions of looking at situations. Although the composers are able to 

influence the audience’s perception of personalities, situations and events to assert their viewpoint, 

the responder is required to analyse the conflicting perspectives. The key ideas such as public life 

and the masses in contrast with the search for the inner being dispensed under significantly varied 

and diverse contexts and audiences through the careful construction of these texts challenges our 

perceptions as they present the power of language in action to create the conflicting perspectives. 


